CHAPTER VI
EUPHUISM AND ARCADIANISM—
ROBERT GREENE
Imitetots the appearance within a brief space of time of two such notable
ofLyly books as Euphues and the Arcadia was a great incentive to other
a*^	writeis, and a number of able and educated young men were
* ne^ awaiting just such a lead. Ciocne, Lodge and Nashe in another
age would have been successful journalists; buch men as
Dickenson and Melbancke would probably have failed to make a
living out of the same profession. Warner, like Gascoigne, was
a poet trying his hand at the prose fiction of his day. Lyly
and Sidney had moie in them than any of these young fellows
had, hence theii greater influence. Lyly dazzled everyone with
his showy style, the trick of which was easily learned. But quite
as many were captivated by the glamour of Sidney's pastoralism,
the sentimental rhetoric of his love scenes, and his dexterous
handling of complicated adventures. The first and chief of these
imitators—imitators now of one 01 the other and now of both—
was Greene, who has been described, perhaps correctly, as the
most prolific of all the Elizabethan men of letters,1 and was also
the first Englishman to win a livelihood by writing for immediate
sale to the public.
Robert	Robert Greene is an interesting case in literary history rather
Greene than a writer of literary importance. He had no genius, either in
the general or in the special sense of the term ; there is not a single
work from his pen the loss of which would leave a distressing gap,
nor is it likely that there would have been had he lived considerably
beyond his brief allotment of thirty-four years. And yet, to wind up
the list of his undeserving claims to distinction, Greene, in these
days of doctorial theses and monographs in the learned periodicals,
1 J   C  Jordan   Robert Greene, p. 6     Greene's writings take up thirteen out
of the fifteen volumes in Grosart's edition of his Complete Works.
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